
Elephant train, elephant train
Elephant train, elephant train

An elephant’s ears are so different
They look like sails on a ship
Flapping to and fro and fanning very slow
They keep him nice and cool

Elephant train, elephant train
Elephant train, elephant train

This activity will allow you to establish some 
fun social interaction within your classroom. 

The first verse describes the trunk. Have 
your children bend over forward, dangling 

an arm or reaching for and grabbing 
something. The next verse explores the 

elephant’s tail. Wave an arm behind you to 
represent the tail. The last verse discusses 

the ears. Have the children cover their ears 
with their hands and flap their arms up and 

down. The chorus of the song, which appears 
after each verse, is where the cooperative 

effort begins. Form a line or a circle 
before beginning the activity. Each child 
should make a trunk with one arm and a

tail with the other. The children should join 
trunks and tails to form an “elephant train” 
either in a circle or in a line with a leader.

5. Hand ive
I know a cat named Way Out Willie
Had a cool little chick named Rockin’ Billie
She’s a walkin’ talkin’ Susie Q
And she does that crazy hand jive, too

Hand jive, hand jive, hand jive
Doin’ that crazy hand jive

Mama, Mama look at Uncle Joe
Doin’ that hand jive with Sister Flo
Mama said don’t let me hear you wine
Just do that hand jive one more time

Hand jive, hand jive, hand jive
Doin’ that crazy hand jive

Hand jive, hand jive, hand jive
Doin’ that crazy hand jive

Way Out Willie gave ‘em all a treat
Doin’ that hand jive with his feet
And Daddy got famous it’s plain to see
Doin’ that hand jive on his knees

Hand jive, hand jive, hand jive
Doin’ that crazy hand jive

If you’ve never learned to “hand jive” it’s 
actually quite easy. Follow these directions 

with the song and remember that every 
movement happens in twos.

7. Hello, My Name
 Is  oe

Hello, my name is Joe
And I work in a Button Factory

I’ve got a wife and a dog
 and a family
One day my boss said
“Hey Joe, are you busy?”
I said, “No Sir!”
And he said
“Well, push the button with your right hand.”

Hello, my name is Joe
And I work in ...
Left Hand  
Right Foot
Left Foot
Head 
Tongue

Hello, my name is Joe
And I work in ... 
... are you busy?”
And I said, “YES SIR!”

This is a fast paced gross motor activity 
that everyone will enjoy.  When teaching 

your kids this rhyme for the first time, make 
sure they are able to see your every 

movement.  If your children are able, 
have them snap their fingers during the 
opening verse up until you begin to push 

the first button with your right hand. 
As you add buttons and body parts the 
activity will become more rhythmic and 
entertaining until the last verse when you 

stop all movement, throw up your hands and 
say, “Yes Sir!”  Begin snapping your 

fingers again after the last verse.  If you 
wish to change the gender of the character, 
you may try the name Flo or Joan instead 

of Joe.  Remember to change the next line to 
say, “I’ve got a husband and a dog and a 
family.”  This is also a great opportunity 

for the use of rhythm instruments.  You can 
divide your class in half with one side 

performing the activity and the other side 
performing with instruments.  Start with one 

instrument at the beginning and add one 
additional during each new verse to match 

the progression of the body parts.  

I’ve got the wiggles in my ears
Jiggles in my toes
Giggles in my hands
So hard to control
Wiggles in my legs
Jiggles in my lips
Giggles in my feet
It’s hard to quit

Sometimes I feel the giggles laughing all 
over me

Just like a hundred little hummin’ buzzin’ 
bumblebees

And you know when that happens
It’s so hard to keep your seat

I’ve got the wiggles in my hips
Jiggles in my nose
Giggles in my hair
So hard to control
Wiggles in my neck
Jiggles in my chin
Giggles in my arms
When will this end

I’ve got the wiggles in my _____
I’ve got the jiggles in my _____
I’ve got those giggles in my _____
I’ve got the wiggles in my _____
I’ve got those jiggles in my _____
I’ve got those giggles in my _____

I’ve got the wiggles in my _____
I’ve got the jiggles in my _____

This is an upbeat and rockin’ body awareness 
song that will help you and your kids get 

rid of those pesky wiggles, jiggles and 
giggles. All you have to do is listen for the 
body part in the song and wiggle it, jiggle 
it or giggle it. There are blanks at the end 

of the tune so that you or the kids can name a 
body part to move. Ex: I’ve got the wiggles 
in my _________! For some added fun, have 
the kids form “air bands” to play along with 

the song and perform for each other.

4. Elephant Train
An elephant’s trunk is so different
A very funny sight to see
It looks like a tail and acts like an arm
But a nose it has to be

Elephant train, elephant train
Elephant train, elephant train

An elephant’s tail is so different
It has a tassel on the end
It sticks out straight and long when 

he decides to run
What a funny sight to see




